INTRODUCING THE TMM PLUS STRETCHER-CHAIR SERIES:
THE PLUS IS IN THE DETAILS
For more than a decade, TMM Stretcher-Chairs have endured the
test of time. With safe patient handling in mind, our One Patient,
One Surface® solution has provided caregivers and patients with the
benefits of safety, cost-efficiency and overall patient and caregiver
satisfaction. As of 2019, TransMotion Stretcher-Chairs are used in 73%
of the top 44 acute care hospitals in the U.S.
TransMotion by Winco proudly introduces the TMM4 PLUS and
TMM5 PLUS Stretcher-Chairs Series. “We are excited about the
work our teams have completed to bring these needed products
to the marketplace”, stated Mark Lazzeri TransMotion Marketing
Product Manager. Mark continued…”We listened to our customers
and incorporated requested enhancements including: Modernized
side rails that simplify cleaning and enhance patient security; Dual
wheel casters and a center braking system that improve chair
maneuverability, require less push force and are easier to operate; an
ESD (Electrostatic Discharge) caster which adds safety for both the
patient and caregiver; an ergonomically designed pendant that fits
comfortably in the caregiver’s hand, is light weight and durable; and
a multi-layer foam pad set which helps reduce pressure on patients
thereby enhancing patient comfort.”
Our One Patient, One Surface® concept uses innovative powered
positioning to help eliminate patient transfers, limit the risk of injury to
patients and staff and increase overall throughput. Additionally, while
in the chair position, TMM PLUS Stretcher-Chairs take up 50% less
space compared to conventional stretchers.
“I’m pleased with our team’s work to continually enhance all the
products we manufacture. The TransMotion by Winco line continues
to evolve and improve while filling a unique and under-served market
segment,” commented Tom Lorick, President Winco Mfg., LLC.
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The NEW TMM4 PLUS and TMM5 PLUS include innovative features
that continue to enhance the patient and caregiver experience while
addressing issues present in today’s medical facilities. With the
rapid growth of Outpatient and Ambulatory Surgery Center (ASC)
procedures, TMM PLUS Stretcher-Chairs are a practical choice for
these facilities as well as hospitals.
To learn more, visit wincomfg.com or contact our customer care team
at 1-800-237-3377 or insidesales@wincomfg.com.

TransMotion by Winco:
One Patient, One Surface® from admission to discharge

